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From the Editor
Once again, we stand at a crossroads.  Uru lives again, growing and breathing... slowly, granted, but with the 

uncertain first steps  of a child that will soon be walking, running, jumping; challenging the rest of us to keep up.  

This  is  an uncertain time, but one filled with hope, and measured with frustration.  Many counsel patience, 

while others, already patient for so long, are leaving, unsatisfied by what has come of  the dream thus far.

And in the midst of all of this, The Cavern Today and The Archiver work to keep people informed of the 

events  in the Cavern, and in the community.  Yet, as  I said, we – or perhaps  more specifically, this publication – 

stands  at a crossroads.  I’ve spent a considerable amount of time debating whether to even put this  into writing, 

lest it color the perception of this issue and the next, but I feel that openness and honesty win out over games 

and secrecy, so here it is.

I have recently become employed by Cyan Worlds, Inc. as a member of the Restoration Engineer team.  As 

such, my ownership of this  publication, and my position as  editor, will ease upon the release of Issue 6 next 

month.  Until that time, I will remain here in an advisory capacity, overseeing the transition to the new team of 

talented individuals who will take my place.  As I said, I debated even mentioning this, lest it color the percep-

tion of this publication, but I wish to assure you that no favoritism or special treatment has been granted to The 

Archiver as a result of my employment at Cyan.  I have in fact worked very hard to keep these two aspects  of 

my life separate.  However, I realize that the most responsible thing for me to do would be to prevent a conflict 

of  interests between these two organizations, and so I will be stepping down as editor in chief.

I would just like to close by saying that it has been an honor to work with the Archiver’s  staff these past three 

months, and it has been a great joy to be a part of this community.  There is so much enthusiasm and creativity 

here, and I hope that as time moves on, more of it will find its  way into the Cavern.  So, thank you to the staff, 

for making this  publication more than I possibly could have alone, and thank you to the community, for the fun, 

the tears, and the world in which I have grown up over the past 9 years.  I’ll see you all in the Cavern.

- Alahmnat
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Contributors

Alahmnat
Editor-in-chief
Alahmnat is  the senior member of 

the community within the staff of 

The Archiver, having joined when 

RivenGuild was still in its heyday, in the summer of 

1998.  He created The Archiver as a way to record 

the events of Uru and the movings of the commu-

nity surrounding it in a more permanent form.

LegoAddict
Journalist
LegoAddict is  an explorer from 

Canada whose obsession with Uru 

has surpassed his Lego obsession. 

He loves the community that has  developed around 

Uru, and tries to learn all he can from older mem-

bers. He is one of the newcomers to the Uru world, 

entering on the Slacker's Shard thanks  to the efforts 

of the Slackers to help him get online. He likes to 

code websites  and do the graphics, and works for his 

mom's web design company.

Narym
Journalist
Narym, an explorer from Australia, 

is  a long time fan of everything D'ni. 

While he was relatively late in actu-

ally entering the Cavern itself (he only entered dur-

ing D'mala), he considers himself to have been a part 

of the community long before that, and counts said 

community as  one of the greatest parts  of Uru. He 

has interest in the arts and in writing (the regular 

kind) and so seems to have found his  niche with The 

Cavern Today, and in particular the Archiver.

Kiteerah
Journalist
Kiteerah is  an explorer from the 

Midwest, who came to love every-

thing D'ni after playing Myst as a 

teen. She came to the Cavern in late 2003 and was a 

member of Prologue. After visiting the City on vari-

ous shards, she made D'mala her home. The won-

derful URU Community has  made her feel as though 

she is  part of a huge and loving family. On the sur-

face she is a mother of 4 who creates web pages  and 

loves to read and write.
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Contributors

MTigerV
Journalist
MTigerV hails  from the swamps  of 

Louisiana, where his long years of 

trapping and shrimping have given 

him a sixth sense when it comes to navigating the 

waterways of the Cavern. A long time D'ni explorer, 

MTigerV is also a huge LSU fan (all sports) and is 

constantly trying to get a surface-to-cavern radio re-

lay setup so he can catch games while exploring. 

MTigerV covers community events  and is on a mis-

sion to profile every new guild that pops  up in the 

cavern.

Maratanos
Photographer
Maratanos is a long-time fan of the 

Myst series, having played almost 

all of its variations over the years. 

He only recently joined the Uru community how-

ever. He has been a large contributer over the last 

year, fitting himself into the community despite being 

a relative newcomer. He also has  a passion for pho-

tography, and is  now a photographer for the Archiver 

staff.

Stellaflora
Photographer
Stellaflora comes from the quiet 

county of Norfolk all the way in 

England. He has always had a pas-

sion for photography which he has brought with him 

when he felt The Call back in late 2003.
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Do You Have What it 
Takes?

The Archiver is  always looking for new and 

enthusiastic contributors.  With the Cavern grow-

ing on a daily basis and new events, Ages, loca-

tions, and stories  on the horizon, The Archiver 

needs you to help keep the rest of the Cavern in-

formed!

If you are interested in joining our team of 

journalists, photographers, editors, and translators, 

t h e n s e n d u s a n e - m a i l a t 

archiver@thecaverntoday.com!  Please be sure to 

include what position you are interested in, and for 

translators, what languages you can translate into.

mailto:archiver@thecaverntoday.com
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The Pod Ages
Lands of  Ice and Sand

Over the last month, the DRC has  released two 

new “Pod” Ages: worlds  markedly different from one 

another, yet linked by the spherical structure found in 

each of them, from which explorers can view the 

outside world.

Ice Age: Dereno
Dereno is, like another recent Age, Negilahn, a 

pod world, where explorers  are unable to freely ex-

plore the terrain of the Age, yet are still treated to 

impressive vistas  that overlook the environments of 

the worlds. There is  one big difference between Negi-

lahn and Dereno, however: Dereno is  a world of ice, 

devoid of any green plant life. More specifically, the 

pod mainly views the underwater and under ice sec-

tions of the Age. However, that isn’t to say that Der-

eno is a desolate Age; far from it. It has its own eco-

logical system. However, this system is  far removed 

from the primarily mammalian/reptilian fauna of 

Negilahn. The Dereno ecosystem is  largely made up 

of fish and other water dwelling creatures, as well as 

several “ice trees”. The creatures themselves  have yet 

to be named, however groups  such as  the D’ni Zoo-

logical Society, as well as D’ni documentation found 

by both the DRC and explorers themselves, will 

probably rectify this  problem in the near future. It 

also appears that Dereno is experiencing a decline in 

its fauna population, a situation similar to that being 

currently investigated in Negilahn  by Douglas 

Sharper, Nick White and the explorer Rils. However, 

all in all, Dereno is another fine addition to the ever-

growing number of Ages available to the community; 

a number that can only grow larger.
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Arid Beauty: Payiferen
	 The number of Pod Ages continues to grow 

with this latest addition to the already expansive se-

lection, a world called Payiferen. This  world is  as  dif-

ferent to Dereno as Dereno was to Negilahn; instead 

of looking at steaming jungles or freezing underwa-

ter ecosystems, we look out on a desert, with moun-

tains standing in the background, away from the pod. 

The only wildilfe seen to date is  an Urwin- like crea-

ture, but the sunrises and sunsets are decidedly spec-

tacular. In terms of the puzzles  to be solved, it is  very 

similar to the previous  3 Pod Ages, and will likely be 

also similar to the Age of Tetsonot, which is  likely to 

be a fourth Pod Age. They seem to be part of an-

other of Yeesha's Journeys, but to what end is  un-

clear. In the meantime, explorers  can relax and ap-

preciate the vistas to be seen in Ages like Payiferen.

Three in One!
 On March 29th 2007, much speculation re-

garding the nature of the Pod Ages  was  finally 

brought to an end. A map was  placed in the D’ni 

Museum by Cate Alexander which seemed to indi-

cate that the 2 open Ages at the time, Negilahn & 

Dereno were in fact 2 separate continents that both 

existed on the same world, rather than existing on 

separate worlds. This  was further corroborated by 

the opening of Payiferen, itself a third continent on 

the same world, on which was found a creature simi-

lar to, if not indeed being an Urwin, a creature pre-

viously only found to exist on Negilahn. There are 

several other unheard of continents  that can be seen 

on the map as well. There are also several numbers 

to be found on various points on the map, ranging 

from 1 to 25, which seem to be representative of the 

pods  themselves, the only parts of the Pod Ages that 

adventurers  have really been able to explore. The 

map itself is in D’ni, and appears  to have been 
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drawn up by the D’ni Guild of Surveyors, who were 

tasked with documenting and mapping D’ni and its 

Ages for later reference. Certainly, the DRC and the 

general community have found it incredibly useful, 

particularly those of the latter group, who have been 

able to use it to continue along the latest of Yeesha’s 

Journeys. From the DRC’s  regularly updated Age 

Restoration list, the community has surmised that 

another Pod Age, Tetsonot, should soon be released 

for general exploration, however, this  “Age” doesn’t 

appear on the Pod Map, or at least, isn’t labeled, but 

most explorers  seem to still think that it is still on the 

same world as the other three Pod Ages. In any case, 

explorers are sure to discover the location of Tet-

sonot, once the DRC makes it available, and solve 

the mysteries of  the Pod “Ages”.

Written by Narym, photography by Maratanos and 
Stellaflora.
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Detail of the Pod diagram from the map below, 
indicating that the D’ni word for “pod” is “zik”.



The Expedition
On March 21, 2007, an explorer named Rils ac-

companied Douglas Sharper and Nick White to Ne-

gilahn for an expedition to try and determine what is 

causing the current decline in the animal populations 

in the Pod Age.  Following their return to the Cav-

ern, Rils discussed his  experiences  publicly, and also 

talked privately with MTigerV and Maratanos  in 

Maratanos’ Negilahn.

Rils: Ok, so Doug, Nick and I were 

out in the Jungle.  It was our first trip, 

just recon.  We were out oh, 30, 45 

minutes, whatever it was, I wasn't 

paying attention.  A mile or two from 

the Pod, we found a carcass.  Much 

like Nick had said they found before, 

only... worse.

Maratanos: Urwin?

Rils: No, not an Urwin.  It was  a big 

Gorilla-like animal.  Bigger than me.  

Funny tail.  Like the one on the animal chart in the 

museum. Nick called it a "reepah".

MTigerV: The big one?

Rils: Erm, it's  on the right side of the sheet I think, 

not the biggest one though.  Anyways, I don't want to 

be too graphic, but it was literally in pieces.  Pieces 

everywhere.  On the ground, in the tree... bones, 

chunks of meat everywhere.  Nick puked, I almost 

did... heh.  It was pretty gross.  What amazed me was 

that we were able to find most of the animal 

though...  Nothing seemed to be gone.

MTigerV: Were there any discernible marking on 

the carcass? bite marks, scratches?

Rils: Well, yeah... <laughs> Nothing discernible, the 

thing was just shredded.

Maratanos: As if  it hadn't been killed for food?

Rils: Right, yeah, it wasn't eaten at all...  Weirder 

yet, there were no tracks on the ground...  Nothing to 

follow.  A few scratches  in the trees nearby, but that's 

it.

MTigerV: Can you describe them?

Rils: The scratches? No pattern, just scuff marks 

really.  I can't say "3 claws" or "4 claws", there wasn't 

enough of  a repeated mark.

MTigerV: But you would say it looked like claws.

Rils: Erm, yeah, as far as we could 

tell.  Like I said though, nothing 

definite.  Hard to tell on the carcass, 

it was ripped, not sliced.  We looked 

around a bit more, and left. it was 

creepy.  I took a few tissue samples, I 

doubt it'll show anything, but we'll 

see.  Doug needs to talk to the DRC, 

see what they want to do.  Try and 

sweet talk Cate into letting us con-

tinue...

Maratanos: So what happened that 

took you off  the KI network?

Rils: KI network - dunno. The DRC can turn them 

off  I've learned, maybe it was that, or interference.

MTigerV: Be a shame to lose this age...

Rils: I asked about that.  The DRC has deemed it 

safe enough for visitors, so long as  they stay in the 

Pods. At least for now.  No attacks  have been found 

in the immediate vicinity of  the Pods yet.

MTigerV: Well... <looks up at crack in ceiling> I 

hope these pods can withstand it...

Rils: Heh... yeah, I don't know that I can be totally 

comfortable here again...

Interview conducted by Maratanos and MTigerV.
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The D’ni Zoological Society
As the cavern comes back to life and the called 

return, many explorers  who share similar interests 
are drawn to each other. Much like the Guilds  of the 
D'ni, these modern day groups seek to contribute to 
Cavern society in various ways suited to their natural 
abilities  and talents. In this new series, The Archiver 

will take some time each issue to profile one of these 
groups.

A few days before his  expedition to Negilahn, we 
sat down with Rils, the leader of The D'ni Zoological 
Society, to ask him about the societies purpose and 
what they hope to achieve.

MTigerV: What is the Goal of the D'ni Zoological 
Society?
Rils: The goal of the D'ni Zoological Society is to 
study the plants and animals of the Ages. These are 
whole new worlds, and because we're all naturally 

curious people, we want to know about what's living 
there! By researching it, not only is  the knowledge 
base of the Restoration increased, but so is  our col-
lective knowledge of  the world around us.
MT: Do you have a standard way of collecting in-
formation on the animals?
R: Like in most naturalist pursuits, observation is  key. 
What does the thing, how does  it do it, what is the 
effect on the world around it? When possible samples 
are taken and analyzed, though in many cases it's 
hard to draw conclusive results  because the life forms 
are so different than what we know from Earth. 

We're also working with the DRC to gain access to 
D'ni texts, which would save us a lot of basic 
groundwork.
MT: Is it challenging to categorize species  from other 
worlds, indeed other universes?
R: Incredibly so! Sometimes there are parallels to 
Earth organisms, but often there isn't. Classification 
is turning out to be a huge challenge, and in some 
cases we've even discussed starting new levels of clas-

sification to account for what we're finding.
MT: How would you classify the Bahro?
R: Depends on whether they want to be classified... 
he he I would not consider them animals, and I've 
never seen one up close to know much about it. Pic-
tures I've seen indicate they are probably mammals 

of  a sort, like humans.
MT: Aside from your obvious  love of animals, do 
any of your groups leaders  have surface experience 
with animals (vets, zookeepers, etc.)?
R: Some do to a greater or lesser extent. I'm not 
aware of any vets  in our group, but several of us 
have academic backgrounds in the various fields. 
Others are life-long hobbyists  and students of nature, 
and I've found that they have just as much if not 
more to contribute than some of  our scientists!
MT: Do you plan to publish some sort of “field 
guide” of  D'ni wildlife?

R: That's the goal, though we're still working on the 
particulars. Right now we're building a Wikipedia 
base, which serves  much the same function. We've 
also discussed doing a more basic field guide, with a 
picture and maybe a small blurb about each animal. 
No definite plans yet though.
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D'ni Zoological Society
Site: www.explorerslodge.org

Contact: KI Mail Rils at #236009 or 

Tofer at #782729

Meetings: Every 

other Sunday in the 

D'ni Zoological So-

ciety Bevin

http://www.explorerslodge.org
http://www.explorerslodge.org


[Editor’s note: The DZS is using MediaWiki software on 
their own website to build their animal database, not using 
Wikipedia as Rils implies.]
MT: The last two ages, Negilahn and Dereno, are 
teeming with wildlife. This  must be a very exciting 
time for your group.

R: Definitely! We've all been hanging around the 
initial Ages for some time now, and new environ-
ments  are very exciting. I'm personally incredibly in-
terested in Dereno, since much of my background is 
in marine ecology.
MT: Does  your or-
ganization have any 
dealings with the re-
cently returned Doug-
las  Sharper, who at 
last contact was  an 
avid hunter?

R: As  is  known, I've 
met with him person-
ally and started work 
with him in Negilahn. 
The DZS as an entity 
has not worked with 
him in an official ca-
pacity yet, though I 
certainly am consulting them throughout this project.
MT: Do you think there should be a formal Guild 
System reinstated in the cavern with DRC oversight 
and support or is the current loose confederation of 

explorer groups  that support and govern themselves 
and (to a much lesser extent) each other sufficient?
R: That's  an involved topic, with many considera-
tions. A formal Guild system would be nice, to aid in 
organization and centralization of skill sets. However, 
without official backing, it's  not going to fly. There 
has to be some authority behind it for the idea to 
work.
MT: What type of explorer would be attracted to 
joining your group?
R: We're a collective of scientists and nature-lovers, 

each of whom is  interested in furthering our knowl-
edge of the plants and animals of the Ages. That 
common element is  all that's  needed for people to 
join the group - interest in natural world.
MT: Where can explorers  contact you if they are 
interested in joining?

R: Perhaps the best place to get a hold of me in re-
gards to DZS matters is via PM at the DZS forums. 
The website is  www.explorerslodge.org, and the 
home page links to both the forum and the wiki. 

Check it out!
MT: Anything special 
planned for the com-
ing months?
R: There are many 
things on the burner, 
but perhaps  the most 
pressing issue right 

now is  just building a 
foundat i on f rom 
which to grow on. 
We're trying to have 
meetings  in cavern to 
d i scus s  zoo log y/
botanical topics, and 
as  mentioned, the wiki 

and possible field guide are in the works. Many other 
ideas have been presented, including guided tours 
through Ages  and a regularly published Journal. All 
fantastic ideas, it's just a matter of making them 

happen. We can use all the help we can get!

If you would like your group to be profiled in a 
f u t u r e i s s u e , s e n d a n e m a i l t o 
archiver@thecaverntoday.com or contact MTigerV 
via KI at #2810426.

Interview conducted by MTigerV.
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DZS members at the March 18th meeting
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St. Patrick’s Day Parade 
2007

March 17th saw Myst Online: Uru Live's first St. 
Patrick's  Day Parade The Event took place in five of 
the Neighborhoods  in D'ni and consisted of mem-
bers of the participating hoods marching along the 
streets  with Rand Miller leading the way! The Pa-
rade moved though each participating hood and 
concluded in the "St. Patrick's  Parade" Bevin's 
Community room, where Rand said a few words  to 
the assembled crowd. The Parade Chairperson was 
SuperGram, a 
long standing 
a n d m u c h 
loved member 
of the URU 
c o m m u n i t y, 
whom I was 
able to inter-
view about the 
event.

Ste l laflora : 
How far back 
does  the St. 
Patrick's  Pa-
rade go?
SuperGram: 
St. Patrick's parade and party goes back to UU. First 
held on Tapestry Event hood in 2005.
SF: Were you involved in the first one?
SG: I created and organized all of  them.
SF: What inspired you to start them? And did you 
have help with organizing them all? 
SG: Eric created the Tapestry Event Hood specifi-
cally for the first parade and I worked a great deal 
with him at that time. Prior to the St. Pat's  parade/
party I organized the Christmas  Party on Tapestry 
UU. 

Inspired? Basically the community. After the 
Christmas party... in 2004. The cavern in UU on all 

shards  seemed to be pretty empty except for a few. In 
my mind.... big events brought people back So I got 
a crew of some really great die hards and organized 
the event. 
SF: Would you say that the event has become easer 
to organize? And aside form yourself, are there any 
of the first group of organizers coming back each 
year? 
SG: No this type of event is  not easy to organize... 
Some things worked well in UU because of the 
UserKI but the first St. Pat's  Parade didn't have it at 
the time...Other events organized by me used them 

and they were a 
big help On 
D'Mala the 
s e c o n d p a-
r a d e . . . w e 
couldn't use the 
UserKI so I 
resorted back 
to the old fash-
ioned way done 
for the first pa-
rade. The first 
and second St. 
Pat's  parades  I 
had Essjay as 
my second.... 
she was  always 

great. This  year I had Mari as  a second and she was 
excellent From the first to this  event... those on the 
committee mostly change. Basically I post and ask in 
cavern for help. Those that come forward on all 
events  have been excellent. This year no one was 
available from the first group. Mari was  on the sec-
ond group and so was Joclyn. Actually Joclyn was  on 
the first group. She has been involved with all three 
events. Last year Vortmax helped. It's  difficult to re-
member off  the top of  my head.
SF: Has the route changed each time, and who 
draws it up? 
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SG: Yes all three events  the route did change. I 
decide on the route. First year the event was 
held in Ae'gura. Second event on D'Mala 
it was  not possible to hold it in 
Ae'gura... for two reasons. Lag was 
impossible. and it was  not ap-
propriate to hold an event 
that big in a public age. First 
year it was necessary to close the 
city to eliminate link in freeze during 
the march. That was not possible on 
D'Mala... being an official Cyan shard. So 
between GreyDragon and myself we decided 
to hold it in host hoods. Last year the map was 
donated by Aloys and Dean drew the route that was 
decided on. This year we used Aloys  map and Adam 
drew the route... with a slight change. This year we 
included the community room at the beginning of 
the parade... marching past the pedestal and up the 
stairs... continuing along the same route as last year. 
SF: This year had Rand as Grand Marshall. Did you 
ask or did he? 
SG: I asked. Last year we had Rand as Grand Mar-
shal and GreyDragon, Moke and Eric as  Aides  to 
Grand Marshal. Last year was basically a promotion 
for UruLive... This  year it appears  that it's part of a 
continuing fan created storyline and has become an 
in cavern tradition. Although I still think it's terrific 
promotion for UruLive. 

SF: Were there any hitches  this  year, or did eve-
rything go as planned? 

SG: There were a few hitches... as has 
been every year. The problem with the 

Nexus not showing all hoods be-
came a problem. The KI chat 

wasn't working. At one point 
Rand and GD were trying to 

contact me and couldn't. GD 
could get me and Rand but I 

couldn't answer Rand. We found a work 
around. The Parade finish line was  in the 

Parade hood... and at the point of hood popu-
lation at 90+ the hood disappeared from the 

nexus...People couldn't find the hood. But they went 
to their own hoods  and listened on TeamSpeak. Last 
year on D'Mala the Reception hood (finish line) 
reached a capacity of 110. Lag this year was not 
nearly as bad as the prior two years 
SF: All in all, would you say that this years  parade 
was a success? 
SG: Absolutely. Over 200 people participating. We 
didn't have UruVision this year so I don't have an 
accurate figure.... only manual counts. However, I 
should point out that last year on D'Mala we had a 
much larger figure participating...I believe the figure 
was  around 568. I think there are many factors  in-
volved. Many new people who are not familiar with 
the event. New content updates... etc.
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SF: Do you expect future parades to become even 
bigger? And would you like to see 
it return to Ae'gura at some 
point? 
SG: Two questions...
Yes I do expect the tradition to 
continue... Many on the commit-
tee asked to be included next 
year. Feedback was fantastic.

My biggest hope is  to have the 
parade return to Ae'gura next 
year. I'd like to see the parade be-
gin once again in host hoods and 
continue on to a finish line at the 
Library in Ae'gura. Perhaps next 
year with Cyanists, GTers  and 
DRC officials at the top of the Library stairs. Sort of 
a viewing stand. I'd like to see the new D'ni Color 
Guard grow and be part of it. I feel that events  like 
this  unit the community... It's  international and all 
inclusive... So yes... I'd love to see it continue.
SF: Are you looking forward to being the main or-
ganizer of future parades, or do you feel that you'd 
like to hand the baton to the next person? 
SG: Hard to say. Difficult question. I would love to 
continue to organize the event. However, if the 
community wishes me to step down... for the benefit 
of  the community... I would. 
SF: For my part, I think your doing a wonderful job.
SG: Thank you. But it does take the participation of 
the community. People such as yourself and more 
people than I can count. 
SF: Would you like to see more in-game support for 
big community events  like this. For instance, movable 
(or pre-placeable) rope barricades? 
SG: I'm not sure what you're asking. I would love to 
see more in-game support for big community events 
and I would love to seem more fan created events. 
Rope barricades???? 
SF: To mark off the route. Like the ones around the 
DRC stage. 

SG: Ahhhh. I don't think they are necessary. With 
every big event I've ever organ-
ized, I've never seen a necessity 
for something like that. It's  really 
amazing how cooperative the 
community is. 
SF: Is there anything else you'd 
like to say about the parade? 
SG: Oh yes... I'd like to thank all 
those who participated. First 
those on the Parade Committee... 
Rand, GD, Cyan and those who 
marched and those who watched. 
Way to go!!!! 
SF: Thank you SuperGram.

The coordinators behind the parade this year were:
 • SuperGram: Chairperson and Organizer of the 
event
 • Mari’: Coordinator of all hoods  and group who 
will be marching in the parade.
 • Janine: Coordinator for all Promotions.
 • T’layeh: Coordinator for all Promotions along-
side with Janine.
 • Kiteerah: Coordinator for Press  and Photogra-
phy
 • Adam: Technical Coordinator and Promotions.
 • Anthony: Committee Member
 • Skellington98: Committee Member.
 • gallentdreamer(Lanen): Committee Member.
 • raider7: Committee Member
 • Jazmnbrze: Committee Member.
 • Joclyn: Committee Member.

Host Hoods:
 • UruObsession,
 • The Great Tree,
 • The Meeting Place,
 • The German Bevin NUPL,
 • GameBoomers.

Interview and Photography by Stellaflora.
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Rand Miller and GreyDragon, Parade 
Marshals
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Talkback
Every month, The Archiver will collect feed-

back, thoughts, and opinions from explorers both 

in-Cavern and out-of-Cavern, and print them as 

part of the following issue.  The talkback point for 

Issue 6 is: 

What do you think about Cate's presence 

and her effect on the restoration and the direc-

tion it is subsequently taking?

Please send your thoughts and opinions to 

archiver@thecaverntoday.com.  Responses should 

be in English and limited to roughly 100 words.  We 

will also be sounding the Cavern for opinions, so if 

you see one of us, let us know what you think!  The 

deadline for talkback is  April 30th.  Select responses 

will be printed in Issue 6 of  The Archiver.

mailto:archiver@thecaverntoday.com
mailto:archiver@thecaverntoday.com


Creativity Corner
The Creativity Corner is a place where members of the community can have their art, poetry, and prose put 

on display for the enrichment of our readers.  The Corner makes  a limited comeback this  month with the win-

ners of DPWR.NET’s Golden KI Photography Competition, and a KI Toon from Thend.  More information 

about the Golden KI Competition can be found on this page of  DPWR’s website.

Golden KI Winners, Rounds 60, 61, 62, and 63
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Round 60

“Around the Bend” - Fallstar
Round 61

“Monument to Winter” - Maratanos

Round 62

“Nightfall” - Maratanos

Round 63

“Balance” - Marein

http://www.dpwr.net/goldenKI.php
http://www.dpwr.net/goldenKI.php


KI Toons
The Archiver is  thrilled to announce that Thend has given us  permission to re-print copies of his  popular KI 

Toons  comic.  While we always endeavour to print the most recent material, its animated nature does not lend 

itself well to publication.  Instead, here is the KI Toon from March 13, 2007.  We hope you enjoy it as  much as 

we do.

Your Name Here!
If you have a photograph, Uru screenshot, painting, illustration, or literary composition (poetry or prose) 

that you would like to showcase, send it – or a link to where it can be found – to archiver@thecaverntoday.com.
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Cavern Activities
Activities list compiled from D’net and MystOnline.com.

ADM-sponsored Event
Apr 18, 2007 @ 9:00 PM EST

The Anti-DRC Movement is sponsoring a linguis-

tic and historical society event. All members of the 

D'ni Linguistic Fellowship, the Guild of Linguistics, 

and D'ni historians and linguists throughout the cav-

ern are cordially invited to attend. Discussions  will 

involve a planned effort to offer assistance to the 

DRC in translating any untranslated texts  that the 

DRC wishes to offer. As the DRC is  currently under-

staffed, the ADM is  offering to sponsor a cavern wide 

restoration event, to assist Nick White, and the small 

team of translators  left, in translating the D'ni histori-

cal texts  that remain in the DRC vault. The event 

shall take place in the Anti-DRC Movement Bevin, 

and all explorers, especially those fluent in the D'ni 

language, and historians of the D'ni culture are in-

vited to attend. Also invited are any and all DRC 

members, especially those still employed in the DRC 

translating team. The event shall take place at April 

18th 7PM CST.

KI Image Hunt
Apr 21, 2007 @ 3:00 PM EST

Golden Wedge and the Guild of Greeters  are 

pleased to announce the 2nd Annual KI Image Hunt 

to be held the weekend of April 21, 2007. You and 

your fellow explorers are invited to join the fun as  you 

hunt for things that have changed in some special KI 

images. It will be the most fun if you hunt in groups 

or as teams, so get your groups  together and get 

ready. This would be a great time to involve some of 

our newest explorers in some URU fun. Look for de-

tails at the link above.

Uru Obsession Day 125 Celebration
Apr 23, 2007 @ 12:00 PM EST

In true D'ni form, we will be hosting a party in 

the UO city and neighborhood on day 125, Monday, 

April 23. To celebrate, we're asking the explorers to 

tell us the story of their first 100 days in The Cavern. 

Entries can be created through any media (video, 

written, sound, picture, however you feel moved, be 

creative). Winners  and their prizes (yes, there will be 

prizes) will be announced during the Day 125 Cele-

bration. Entires  are due to UO by April 15. You can 

email entries to psion@uruobsession.com Winners 

will need to supply a mailing address  to receive their 

prizes. Good luck and we'll see you in The Cavern!

Talks in Myss Terrie’s Bevin
Apr 23, 2007 @ 4:00 PM EST

Myss  Terrie Bevin is hosting a series  of talks and 

classes  in conjunction with the Guild of Learners. 

These talks will begin on April 16 as  regular weekly 

events, although some are offered now as  we test the 

schedule. Times are subject to change to afford access 

to all time zones.

Have an event you’d like listed? E-mail archiver@thecaverntoday.com 

with the details for your event to have it listed in next month’s issue.
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Cavern Quick News
Great Zero Calibration Efforts

On April 13th, seven new Great Zero Markers 

were activated in the Neighborhoods, making it pos-

sible to complete the “Red” Marker Mission and ac-

cess the Great Zero Calibration Chamber.  Dr. Lax-

man made a post regarding the news on the DRC’s 

forums, in which he seemed as perplexed as the rest 

of the explorer population regarding the strange re-

appearance of  the Neighborhood markers.

A 24-hour “Calibration Revival” was organized 

and coordinated by Vid, with music streamed to ex-

plorers in the Cavern by Vortmax.

Anti-DRC Movement Meets
The Anti-DRC movement, led by Sydney Austin 

and co-headed by explorers Chloe Rhodes, Ethan 

Hunt, and Professor Matt Ovesen, met on April 12 

to discuss  their goals.  Reaction to the meeting was 

mixed at best, with many calls  from attendees for 

substantiation of proof to the claims leveled against 

the DRC.

The group states that their objective is to con-

vince the DRC to be more open with explorers  about 

their actions and motives, though some argue in re-

turn that their inflammatory attitude towards  the 

DRC is counter-productive in this regard.

A full log of the meeting can be found here (the 

log is in spoiler tags for space-saving purposes).

Dr. Sutherland Returns
On April 6th, Dr. Marie Sutherland returned to 

the Cavern following an extended trip to the surface 

for family-related reasons.  While all is  momentarily 

well, she is  still “on call” and may have to leave again 

in he future.  A chat log from the City on the day of 

her return can be found here.

Recent Events and Changes
• March 6 - Imager Relto page has been discovered.

• March 7 - St. Patrick's Hats have been found in explorer's 

closets and Douglas Sharper makes an entry into his notebook.

• March 9 - The missing Tree Relto page reappears and an-

other entry by Douglas Sharper.

• March 11 - Jerseys are found in explorers’ closets.

• March 12 - Another entry in Douglas Sharper's Journal.

• March 14 - Another entry in Douglas Sharper's Journal.

• March 15 - Linking Book to Dereno is discovered.

• March 19 - Another entry in Douglas Sharper's Journal.

• March 21 - Rils, Nick White, and Douglas Sharper go an 

expedition to Negilahn.

• March 22 - Another entry in Douglas Sharper's Journal.

• March 23 - Bahro are seen leaving a stone in Neighborhoods, 

and Douglas Sharper leaves another journal entry.

• March 28 - Eder Tsogal stained glass project ends today, 

Eder Delin stained glass project begins, the deadline is April 

23rd.

• April 2 - A new spark appears is in one of  the Ages.

• April 5 - Linking Book to Payiferen Released. Delin Winter 

abates. New symbol appears in the KI.

• April 6 - New Relto Page appears.

• April 13 - Great Zero Markers found in Neighborhoods. 

Great Zero Calibration Missions now accessible.
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URU LIVE 102
The Art and Science of Linking
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The Science of  Linking 
Quantum Mechanics and “The Great Tree of  Possibilities”

Most people would agree that one of the most unique and interesting aspects of the D’ni was  their ability to 

Link. Yet, how were they able to travel to other worlds through their Linking Books? In doing so, they made a 

branch of science which is merely theoretical to us into one that is  not only reality, but second nature. The clos-

est we can get to explaining how linking works is to look at it in conjunction with Quantum Mechanics.

The most well known “experiment” in this vein is that of Schrödinger’s  Cat. An Austrian physicist, Erwin 

Schrödinger, argued that, if some organism/object, for instance, his  cat, were to be placed in a box with a ra-

dioactive isotope that had a 50% of killing the cat in one hour, and if it could be isolated from outside interfer-

ence, it would in fact not be in only one rest state (e.g. alive, dead, asleep) but rather in any and all of these states 

in what is  known as a “probability wave”. This is  because to observe, or measure in some way, what state 

the cat was  in would inherently involve interfering with the experiment. Once one of these states is 

observed in one way or another, the probability wave collapses, resulting in only one state.

The Ages resulting from Descriptive Books work in much the same way. However, instead of 

there being only one state remaining after the collapse of the quantum waveform, they work 

on the principle that each state continues  to exist in an “alternate reality”. So essentially, there 

is an infinite number of “universes” (or “quantum realities”), each consisting of a number of 

outcomes  that could result from each waveform. What the D’ni were able to do was  link to 

any of these possible worlds via a Descriptive Book. A Linking Book is  a book used merely 

used to link to an already Written Age, and is thus relatively small, while a Descriptive Book is 

generally a much larger Book that contains a description (hence the name) that creates a Link to 

described world. The description essentially constitutes a set criterion that will be met in the Age 

to which the book links. Generally, Writers  wouldn’t describe every little detail, and would mainly 

concentrate on the fundamental requirements  of the desired world, unless the Age was  to have a specific 

purpose. As there are an infinite number of outcomes possible in an Age’s geological, environmental and eco-

logical development, almost any world imaginable has a real world equivalent somewhere in a quantum reality.

The D’ni explained this  concept through the “Great Tree of Possibilities”. Essentially, in the writing of an 

Age, a Writer would start with broad criteria, such as  the content of the air. If they had a mix similar to that of 

Earth, the Age would be one on a particular group of branches on a tree. However, if the mix was  of, say, meth-

ane, the Age would lie amongst a completely different collection of branches. As a Writer gradually added more 

criteria to be fulfilled, the Age would lie further and further along the branch of the tree, away from the larger 

boughs, representative of broadly defined Ages, towards the smaller branches, or more specifically defined 

worlds. However, as there are an infinite number of possibilities, one would have to be infinitely specific in order 

to get exactly the Age they wanted. Thus, a Writer would only define an Age to within a group of branches, not 

the end of  a specific branch. This is where our theories of  quantum mechanics come in.

As the Age is  being written, the book potentially links to any and all Ages defined by the Age description in 

the Book. If one merely wrote that the Age would have methane for air, for example, the Book would be able to 

Link to any Age that fit that description. However, when one finally Links, because the world is now being “ob-
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served” by the Linker, the probability wave collapses, and the Book, and all Linking Books  that refer to that De-

scriptive Book, will only Link to the Age the explorer arrives in. The Age is seemingly “selected” at random.

This  explains the presence of things in an Age that are not described explicitly in the Descriptive Book. The 

book merely defines  a set of boundaries within which the Age must exist, not the full extent of what will be 

found in an Age. Somehow, through the Art, an Age is  randomly selected from amongst the many that fit the 

description. This also demonstrates that, if you were to write two Books containing exactly the same description, 

they will likely link to two different, but fairly similar Ages. As Dr. Richard A. Watson of  the DRC explained:

“Even if the same writer wrote the exact same thing in two different Descriptive Books, the chances of the Descriptive Books 

linking to the same Age are so extremely remote that it’s considered impossible to write two Descriptive Books to the same Age.”

So, while it is mathematically possible to write two different Descriptive Books  to the same Age, it is, for all 

intents and purposes, impractical and impossible. It could happen, it just doesn’t.

In the Book of Atrus, Gehn makes considerable changes to his  37th Age in order to eliminate the oppres-

sive “white mist”, then later negates  several entries in order to restore stability. However, Atrus, on his 

return to the 37th Age, finds that none of the people recognize him at all. It seems  likely that in 

his ignorance of the true nature of the Art, Gehn caused the Link to shift to an Age that was 

remarkably similar to the 37th Age, yet different in that those people had no knowledge of 

Atrus and could not speak D'ni. This  is  probably because, in negating several of the entries, 

Gehn made the Description in his Book no longer fit the observed state of the 37th, and the 

Book subsequently linked to an Age that did fit the Description.

However, it seems that it IS possible to make unobserved changes to an Age, as Atrus does in 

his attempts to repair Riven, and as Gehn did in his original repairs  to the 37th Age (although 

these changes caused separate problems of their own). If a state in a particular Age hasn’t been 

observed, it is possible to write a specific state from that particular waveform into the Book, effec-

tively changing the natural state of  that Age without jumping the Link.

The most dangerous aspects of writing, however, is that of contradictions. The reason the Ages of D’ni 

were so highly regulated was that it was all too easy to write contradictions  into a Book’s Description. On its 

most basic level, a contradiction could be “The sky is blue/is  not blue”, however, it is  likely that contradictions 

were more subtle and easy to miss than this. As Cyan staffer RAWA said in a discourse on Linking Theory:

“The problem with contradictions is that the Book attempts to link to a quantum reality that matches a contradictory description, 

and the closest thing it can find is usually fairly unstable.” Gehn’s  writing, in particular, was so flawed that most – if not 

all – of his  Ages were unstable. If they didn’t exhibit flaws at first, they would eventually, Riven being the most 

prominent example.

However, in the end, what we really know about how Linking works  is  fairly minimal. We know next to noth-

ing about how or why the Books  and Ink actually create links, or even how the mere writing of words  can create 

the links to real worlds. Hopefully, as  the exploration of the cavern continues, we will come to understand more 

about the Art of  Linking, and perhaps even how to use it ourselves.

Written by Narym.  Guild of Writers Emblem courtesy of the DRC.
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The D’ni History Project, Part 1: D’ni Writing
The following is the first in a two-part series written by 

guest essayist Ghaelen D’Lareh.  It was originally written in 
August, 2006, and has been updated for inclusion in this issue 
of  The Archiver.

One of the most intriguing types of artifacts  the 
D’ni left behind are their Books.  Once in the city on 
the Island of Ae’Gura, explorers eventually reach the 
Common Library. It is  a massive 
building comprised of four or 
more levels, each of which ap-
pear to have been able to house 
hundreds of Books. But these 
weren’t just informational books. 
From the few the DRC acknowl-
edge they have found, explorers learned that the pic-
tures inside the Books  were unusual in their interac-
tion with the reader. These unusual properties  were 
found to be within the materials  of the Book and pic-
ture and contact brings about their unusual reaction.

The pictures  do show the reader what a certain 
location looks like. However, the DRC discovered the 
Books are also portals, and by touching it the reader 
can travel from one physical place to another. The 
most common Books described in DRC journals  are 
called Linking Books, which send readers to the spe-
cific location shown in their pictures. Many, many 
such Books  were once housed in the Common Library 
– to places all around the Cavern and even beyond. 
Most interesting about these Books was  that the same 
Book could be used several people all at once. This 
worked because although the reader might leave, the 
Book itself stays behind. It was  a very efficient use of 
their library resources and means of  travel.

The Art of Writing was a central theme through-
out D’ni history, and its  secrets were carefully guarded. 
Techniques were passed on only to the most promising 
and talented individuals, and it took many years  to 
learn the Art well enough to perform its  true function. 
It was so important that the Writers’ Guild Hall was 

the first one completed on Ae’gura. In fact, without 
this  Art, the D’ni would not have been able to travel to 
our world at all – as it was through the Art of Writing 
that they traveled. The spaces in which the D’ni would 
live (Ages) were first “opened” through the act of writ-
ing a description of them. Into them a group of D’ni 
would arrive to build homes, cities, or neighborhoods 
in which they could live out their lives. And it was 

through this  Art that they ar-
rived in the Cavern.
The initial Link to each new 
Age was first created by writing 
a large, detailed description of 
what kind of Age the author 
wanted to travel to. The result-

ing Book was called a Descriptive Book, and as  its 
name implies, described the Age. It was  written in a 
special D’ni language – one different from the com-
monly spoken language – in which each word, phrase, 
and even paragraph had to be carefully chosen and 
were laid down with precision. Even the paper and ink 
used in writing these Books were specially made. Each 
element of a Book – the writing, the paper, the ink – 
was  under the jurisdiction of specialized Guilds, and 
all aspects  of production were carefully controlled. 
That is  because the Art of Writing was a creative ac-
tivity. While most of us  write to create worlds  for our 
imagination, authors who used this D’ni Art wrote in 
order to create Links to existing worlds. Statements 
about the creation of worlds by this  Art appear often 
in the published Myst Books, which confuses the sub-
ject for many explorers. The confusion arises  from the 
distinction between creating the Link, and creating the 
Age itself, an issue often addressed by Anna and her 
grandson Atrus. In the Books  of Atrus and D’ni, they 
take pains  to stress  important distinctions in the way 
writing is  creative. Unlike a sculptor who manipulates 
actual substances  like clay in order to create an object, 
the Art of Writing manipulates  words and phrases  in a 
Book to create a link to an already existing object – in 
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“The Art does not create the 
world itself, it only creates the 
first ‘link’ or bridge to a world 
that best fits the Book’s written 
description.”



this  case, a world.  It is  possible that there are an infi-
nite number of worlds already in existence, and many 
that are similar to the description, but the words, 
phrases, and sentences  written point toward only one. 
The first link-through stabilizes  the bridge between the 
Ages (BoA 91-96), and generates a Gateway Image on 
the linking panel of the Book so that travelers  can see 
the Age.

Subsequent modifications to the descriptions in the 
Descriptive Book might alter the bridge between Ages 
to include additional substances or ideas like minerals, 
or compassion, but changes  can also exclude these 
elements. Change the description enough, and the link 
moves  to a completely different, already existing world 
that encompasses the added or deleted descriptive 
words. Change part of the description (like wind speed 
for example) and it may not cause the link to move to 
a completely unrecognizable world, but it might affect 
the existing link so that the 
world that has developed 
around the old wind speed will 
begin to re-develop along a dif-
ferent path. People living there 
will be affected and may die as 
the world adjusts itself to the 
new wind speed with some-
thing like changing rainfall pat-
terns. Still, the theory goes, changing the description 
doesn’t destroy a world any more than writing the ini-
tial description creates one, but it can affect the world 
so much that the inhabitants and any D’ni visitors 
may not be able to survive there any longer. For this 
reason the Guild of Maintainers had to test a new Age 
first for stability, stamp the Book with an approval seal, 
and ensure that no changes were made to the descrip-
tion after the book was  stamped. Descriptive Books 
themselves had to be carefully preserved, as  any 
changes to the writing would affect the Age described. 
They were kept in the Guild Hall Library on the other 
side of the island, or in the private residence of the 
author or “owners” of  the Age.

To further protect the Descriptive Book and the 
stability of the world, Linking Books were most often 
used to make subsequent journeys to the Age. Linking 
Books were almost as important as  Descriptive Books, 
since a traveler couldn’t get anywhere unless  they had 
either a Descriptive Book or a Linking Book (or a 
Bahro Stone, which will be discussed at a later time). 
The difference is  that Linking Books only link to one 
specific place in an Age, they don’t create the first link 
to open the Age itself. Neither can they affect the ap-
pearance or weather of the Age if the writing in them 
is changed. Someone, usually a Maintainer or the 
Writer, had to first use the new Descriptive Book to get 
to the Age, as  the Link to the Age is somehow not ac-
tually “set” until someone arrives for the first time. 
Next, someone (usually the writer) has  to travel to the 
Age with a blank Linking Book. They need to choose 
a place that everyone else can come to when they link 

(preferably one on land and 
away from the edge of a cliff). 
They then write in this Book a 
small description of the place 
where they are standing. This is 
the Linking Book.
There was much more to it 
than this, of course, but it is 
safe to say that the traveler 

doesn’t know exactly where they will arrive during 
their first link through the Descriptive Book. With 
Linking Books, travelers  always know where they will 
arrive (unless the book becomes  damaged, of course, 
which is  a different story altogether). It is  almost as if 
the Descriptive Book has to “interpret” what the 
author wrote, and “choose” where it will initially take 
them. Linking Books  don’t have to choose. The desti-
nation they send travelers to is now set and is  always 
the same. Of course it was important for the author or 
traveler who made that first trip to the new Age to be 
certain and take a Linking Book connecting to their 
current Age with them. Otherwise, they might find 
themselves stranded in the newly created Age with no 
way home.
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"These Ages are worlds that do 
exist, or have existed, or shall. 
Providing the description fits, there 
is no limitation of time and space. 
The link is made regardless." 
 - Ti’ana




